
 Evan’s advanced rifle routine 
 
 

16 + 12 – Rile starts tip down on ground with hands on butt or rifle. In ripple counts 
hand replaces on toss spot and release single into a flourish and catch at port. Sote 
rifle up to cradle then carve rifle around to shoulders then around to back hand flourish 
to back and push toss to catch flat in plie.  
 
16 – Pop rifle up over body catch behind back. Ground roll flourish to side 45 angle and 
toss 45 to side. Cradle 45 then stand up and toss double. Catch on count 2.  
 
16 + 4 – Middle group rotates around with rifle travels around body to back hand.  

- Side group carves up and down to pop toss.  
- Middle rifles pop up to port to lock then toss quad.    

 
16 – Rifle wraps around body then pops up and toss to left hand. Up and over to under 
leg then toss from leg and catch with right hand at 45 degree angle and back scratch.  
 
12 – Flourish up and down to flat, then tip toss and catch behind head with tip up 
flourish to the front.  
 
16 – Lines move 8 doing work to up vertical then flat and grab over with both hands. 
Sote with rifle up, down, up to flat. Then lines toss single to flourish and tuck.  
 
16 – Lines continue to mesh then rifle goes up to angle then to cradle. Rifle travels 
around then chase to the left. Rifle flourishes around to flip then up to shoulder.  
 



16 – Toss parallel, catch on 4. Rifle scoops down and up to money hand then up and 
over grab over on the neck then sun burst around to position rifle up and down.  
 
16 – Port spins on ripple counts moving to front and back lines.  
 
16 - Poses changing on 1, 5, and 9. Then up and over to flat, toss on 1-4.  
 
16 – Pairs move to small block with rifle flourish around head then everyone together 
arm around to back then push rifle on butt to ground.  
 
16 – Push rifle down to angle and grab over on the neck. Then push rifle through and 
pop up to right hand. Flourish around and lock to single and a half butt toss. Catch on 11.  
Then floopdydoop up and scoop down to grab rifle at up angle to the butt.  
 
4 – Flourish rifle down and grab inverted at an angle.  
 
8 – Back rifles push rifle around body to flat then lock and toss 5 to the end.  
      Front rifles push rifle around body then up and over to the front to the end.  
 

THE END!!!!  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 


